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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To enable operation

under a small aeration strength, to suppress

foaming in a tank to enhance the concn. of MLSS
and to achieve cost reduction. SOLUTION: A
sewage treatment apparatus is constituted by
forming a circulating system consisting of ascending

and descending passages 4, 5 to an immersion tank

1 and arranging an air diffuser 6 to the lower part of

the ascending passage 4 and arranging an

immersion type membrane separator 13 on the way
of the ascending passage 4. In the immersion type

membrane separator 1 3, a plurality of tubular

membrane elements 15 are arranged along the

ascending passage 4 in an up and down direction

and water passing parts 18 permitting ascending

streams to pass are formed to the header 1

6

allowing the respective membrane elements 15 to

communicate with each other.
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[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]Form the circulatory system in a tub which consists of an upflow way and a lower

countercurrent way in an immersion tub, and a diffuser is arranged in the lower part of an

upflow way, In the middle of an upflow way, are an immersed type membrane separation

device a sewage treatment unit to arrange, and, [ an immersed type membrane separation

device ] A sewage treatment unit using an immersed type membrane separation device

characterized by forming a waterway section for upflow to pass to a header which opens each

membrane element for free passage while arranging two or more membrane elements which

make tubular to a sliding direction along an upflow way.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the lnvention]This invention relates to the sewage treatment unit using the immersed

type membrane separation device used for a leachate treatment device, an organic nature

sewage treatment unit, the apparatus for removing dioxin in the sanitary sewage, etc.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]There is the activated sludge processing method for processing

raw water biologically in an aversion tub and an aerobic tub as the nitrogen in the

conventional, for example, life system, drainage and a method of removing a phosphorus.

While supplying a flocculating agent to the raw water which flows from the outside of a system

in an aversion tub in this activated sludge processing method, While returning sludge from the

aerobic tub of the back process, having stirred the mixed-solution in a tub, carrying out

aeration of the air from a diffuser in an aerobic tub to the mixed-solution which flows from an

aversion tub and circulating the mixed-solution within a tub, The mixed-solution was filtered

://dossierlipdlinpit.gojp/cg^ 7/16/2009
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with the membrane separation device which immersed in the tub, and the treated water which

penetrated the membrane separation device is taken out to the treated water tub.

[0003]The membrane separation device arranged to the aerobic tub was located above the

diffuser, and has put the film surface to the upflow of the vapor-liquid mixed phase which

occurs with aeration air.

The mixed-solution is filtered under the cross-flow method (circuit system) which passes the

mixed-solution in a tub in parallel to a film surface, and adhesion of the solid content to a film

surface is controlled by upflow's turning into traction and washing a film surface.

[0004]

[Problem to be solved by the invention]By the way, since it originated in the quality and

foaming increased at the time of aeration, in the case of nitrogen, a phosphorus, and the

organic nature sanitary sewage in which the nutritional balance of BOD collapsed, MLSS

concentration was not raised, but there was a problem which becomes unstable [ BOD

removal efficiency ] in it. Incidentally, the appropriate value of nutritional balance is

BOD:N:P=100. : Although it is 5:1, In the case of reclaimed land leachate, it is

BOD:N:P=5:5:0.1, and although proper MLSS concentration is 1 0,000-1 2,000mg/l., in being

the above organic nature sanitary sewage, MLSS concentration has become in I. and 2,000-

4,000mg /.

[0005]ln order that the upflow which occurs by aeration may achieve the cleaning function of

the solid content of the sludge adhering to the film surface, aeration intensity required for this

3 3
washing becomes rate-limiting, and are performing aeration about 10 - 12m /m /hr, but. This is

several times the quantity of this compared with the amount of oxygen which the

microorganism in a tub needs. For this reason, while becoming easy to produce foaming and

big blower equipment were required and cost became high, there was a problem to which

running cost, such as electrical charges, becomes high.

[0006]This invention solves the above-mentioned technical problem.

The purpose is providing the sewage treatment unit using the immersed type membrane

separation device which can attain low cost-ization while it controls foaming [ be / possible ] to

operation by small aeration intensity in nothing and a tub and raises MLSS concentration.

[0007]

[Means for solving problem]ln order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem, [ the

sewage treatment unit which used the immersed type membrane separation device of this

invention ] Form the circulatory system in a tub which consists of an upflow way and a lower

countercurrent way in an immersion tub, and a diffuser is arranged in the lower part of an

upflow way, It is a sewage treatment unit which arranges an immersed type membrane

://dossierlipdlinpit.gojp/cgi^ 7/16/2009
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separation device in the middle of an upflow way, and an immersed type membrane separation

device forms a waterway section for upflow to pass in the header which opens each

membrane element for free passage while arranging two or more membrane elements which

make tubular to a sliding direction along an upflow way.

[0008]When the upflow of a vapor-liquid mixed phase occurs in an upflow way within an

immersion tub with the aeration air supplied from a diffuser, with this composition, The mixed-

solution in a tub which stagnates in the bottom of an immersion tub passes the waterway

section of a header through an upflow way, it moves to the tub upper part, the mixed-solution

in a tub of the tub upper part moves to a bottom of the tank part through a lower countercurrent

way, and the mixed-solution in a tub carries out circulation movement of the circulatory system

in a tub.

[0009]ln this state, an immersed type membrane separation device filters the mixed-solution in

a tub which circulates the inside of an upflow way, and the film permeate liquid which

penetrated the film of the membrane element flows out out of a tub through the treated water

pipeline which flows in a header through the inner flow way of a membrane element, and is

open for free passage to a header behind. On the other hand, the upflow which flows between

each membrane element controls adhesion of the solid content to a film surface by becoming

traction and washing the film surface of each membrane element.

[0010]Since each membrane element is arranged to the sliding direction along the upflow way

at this time, the passage resistance resulting from a membrane element becomes small

enough compared with the former, and can acquire the flow velocity of the upflow which film

surface washing of a membrane element takes under small aeration intensity. And when

upflow flows along the axial center direction of a membrane element, the traction operation

acts covering the overall length of a membrane element, and the washing efficiency per unit

power improves.

[0011]

[Mode for carrying out the invention]Hereafter, an embodiment of this invention is described

based on Drawings. In drawing 1 - drawing 3 , the immersion tub 1 draws raw water, such as

organic nature sanitary sewage and leachate, through the incurrent canal 2, The circulatory

system in a tub which makes a biological treatment tub biologically processed with activated

sludge, and consists of the upflow way 4 and the lower countercurrent way 5 which were

divided into an inside of the immersion tub 1 by the bridgewall 3 is formed, and the upflow way

4 is radiately located in the circumference of the lower countercurrent way 5 located in the

center of a tub. A form of the upflow way 4 and the lower countercurrent way 5 is not restricted

to what was mentioned above, it is also possible to arrange conversely the upflow way 4 and

the lower countercurrent way 5, and the sectional shape of each channel can consider various

shape, such as a cylindrical shape, a sector, and a rectangle.

://dossierl.ipdl.inpit.gojp^ 7/16/2009
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[0012]The diffuser 6 is arranged in the lower part of the upflow way 4, and the diffuser 6 is

connected to the blower 9 via the aeration air supply pipe 7 and the 1st valve 8. The blower 9

is connected to the treated water pipeline 12 later mentioned via the 2nd valve 10 and the

reverse-washing air supply pipe 11.

[0013]ln the middle of the upflow way 4, the immersed type membrane separation device 13 is

arranged, and the immersed type membrane separation device 13 has the external-pressure

immersion type film separation module 14. While the external-pressure immersion type film

separation module 14 arranges two or more membrane elements 15 which make tubular to a

sliding direction along the upflow way 4 and carrying out connection maintenance of each

membrane element 15 by the header 16 at the upper bed side, The inner flow way of the

header 16 is open for free passage to each membrane element 15, and is carrying out

connection maintenance of the membrane element 15 by the connecting plate 17 at the soffit

side. The waterway section 18 for upflow to pass is formed in the header 16 and the

connecting plate 17.

[0014]An inner flow way is open for free passage to the treated water pump 20 via the treated

water pipeline 12 and the 3rd valve 19, and the header 16 is opening the water pipe 21 linked

to the treated water pump 20 for free passage to the treated water tub 22. The reverse-

washing basin system 23 is formed between the treated water tub 22 and the treated water

pipeline 12, and the reverse-washing basin system 23 has the reverse-washing water pipe 24,

the back wash pump 25, and the 4th valve 26. As for the immersion tub 1 , the waste sludge

excretory system 27 is connected to the bottom, and the waste sludge excretory system 27

has the 5th valve 28, the sludge drawn tube 29, and the sludge pump 30.

[0015]Hereafter, the operation in the above-mentioned composition is explained. In the inside

of the immersion tub 1 , with the aeration air supplied from the diffuser 6, the upflow of a vapor-

liquid mixed phase occurs inside the upflow way 4, and makes this upflow driving force, The

mixed-solution in a tub which stagnates in the bottom of the immersion tub 1 passes the

waterway section 18 of the connecting plate 17 and the header 16 through the upflow way 4,

and moves to the tub upper part, The mixed-solution in a tub of the tub upper part moves to a

bottom of the tank part through the lower countercurrent way 5, and the mixed-solution in a tub

carries out circulation movement of the circulatory system in a tub, and carries out activated

sludge processing of the mixed-solution in a tub biologically in the meantime.

[001 6]ln this state, the immersed type membrane separation device 13 filters the mixed-

solution in a tub which circulates the upflow way 4 in response to the suction force of the

treated water pump 20. The film permeate liquid which penetrated the film of the membrane

element 15 flows into a treated water tub through the treated water pipeline 12, the 3rd valve

19, the treated water pump 20, and the water pipe 21 which flow into the inner flow way of the

header 16 through the inner flow way of the membrane element 15, and are open for free

http://dossierl.ipdl.inpit.gojp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejj 7/16/2009
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passage to the header 16 behind.

[0017]On the other hand, the upflow which flows through the mutual channel of each

membrane element 15 controls adhesion of the solid content to a film surface by becoming

traction and washing the film surface of each membrane element 15. Since each membrane

element 15 is arranged to the sliding direction along the upflow way 4 at this time, the passage

resistance resulting from the membrane element 15 becomes small enough compared with the

former, and can acquire the flow velocity of the upflow which film surface washing of the

membrane element 15 takes under small aeration intensity. And when upflow flows along the

axial center direction of the membrane element 15, the traction operation acts covering the

overall length of the membrane element 15, and the washing efficiency per unit power

improves.

[0018]Drawing 4 shows other embodiments of this invention, forms the header 31 in the shape

of a lattice, and forms the channel through which film permeate liquid flows into the inside of

the aggregate 32. Also in this composition, the same operation effect as the embodiment

previously shown by drawing 1 - drawing 3 can be obtained.

[0019]

[Effect of the lnvention]As stated above, according to this invention, by arranging each

membrane element to a sliding direction along an upflow way, passage resistance resulting

from a membrane element can be made small enough, and the flow velocity of the upflow

which film surface washing of a membrane element takes can be acquired under small

aeration intensity. And when upflow flows along the axial center direction of a membrane

element, the traction operation acts covering the overall length of a membrane element, and

the washing efficiency per unit power improves. Therefore, the required aeration intensity

which washing of the film surface of a membrane element takes is reduced, foaming is

controlled, and while being able to raise MLSS concentration and being able to stabilize BOD

removal efficiency, an installation cost and a power cost can be reduced.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] lt is an entire configuration figure showing the sewage treatment unit using the

immersed type membrane separation device in an embodiment of the invention.

[Drawing 2] It is an A-A view figure of drawing 1 .

[Drawing 3]lt is a sectional view of the immersed type membrane separation device in the

embodiment.

[Drawing 4] lt is a top view showing the header in other embodiments of this invention.

[Explanations of letters or numerals]
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1 Immersion tub

4 Upflow way

5 Lower countercurrent way

6 Diffuser

12 Treated water pipeline

13 Immersed type membrane separation device

15 Membrane element

16 Header

18 Waterway section

[Drawing 1]

[Drawing 2]
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[Drawing 3]
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[Translation done.]
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